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Trust the leading History publisher to guide you through the new OCR GCSE Specification A with print 
and digital resources that support your planning, teaching and assessment needs; complemented by 
Hindsight magazine and expert-led, confidence-boosting CPD events.

We are working in collaboration with OCR to produce the following print and digital resources that support 
the teaching and learning of the new GCSE (9–1) History A (Explaining the Modern World) specification:

Power, Reformation and the Historic 
Environment Student’s Book

9781471862861 Jun 2016 £16.99

Power, Reformation and the Historic 
Environment Student eTextbook

9781471865206 Jul 2016 From £4.25

Modern World History Period and Depth 
Studies Student’s Book

9781471860188 Jul 2016 £16.99

Modern World History Period and Depth 
Studies Student eTextbook

9781471865152 Aug 2016 From £4.25

China 1950–1981 Student eTextbook 9781471882760 Jan 2017 From £3.25

South Africa 1960–1994 Student eTextbook 9781471880216 Jan 2017 From £3.25

Poland 1956–1990 Student eTextbook 9781471882746 Jan 2017 From £3.25

Migration, Empire and the Historic 
Environment Student’s Book

9781471862878 Aug 2016 £16.99

Migration, Empire and the Historic 
Environment Student eTextbook

9781471865220 Sep 2016 From £4.25

Warfare, Revolution and the Historic 
Environment Student’s Book

9781471862472 Sep 2016 £16.99

Warfare, Revolution and the Historic 
Environment Student eTextbook

9781471865213 Oct 2016 From £4.25

To request Inspection Copies, eInspection Copies or free, no obligation 30-day Student eTextbook trials, 
visit www.hoddereducation.co.uk/History/GCSE/OCREMW

ALSO AVAILABLE:
OCR GCSE History: Explaining the Modern World Dynamic Learning
Dynamic Learning is an innovative online subscription service that combines Teaching and Learning 
Resources, Student and Whiteboard eTextbooks and Revision and Question Practice elements that all 
work together to create the ultimate classroom and homework resource. Designed to provide all the day-
to-day teaching, exam preparation and revision materials you need to support and enhance the content of 
the Student’s Books, the ‘must-have’ Teaching and Learning Resources include: outline Course Plan; Topic 
Starter presentations for all topics; Help Zone worksheets to support all enquiries; Test Yourself online 
quizzes linked to revision podcasts that summarise all the author text; Question Expert presentations to 
help with exam preparation and customisable revision strategies that add real purpose to your classroom-
based revision.

Prices from: £125 + VAT for access until Dec 2018 • Publishing from: Spring 2016  
Sign up for a free, no obligation trial at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/History/GCSE/OCREMW

My Revision Notes: OCR GCSE History Explaining the Modern World
Unlock your students’ full potential at GCSE with revision guides that focus on the key knowledge and skills 
they need to know.

Price: £7.99 • Publishing: Autumn 2017

Hindsight magazine
Hindsight magazine helps students learn more, gaining deeper subject knowledge and the skills to 
progress through GCSE so they get the grade they’re really looking for. With detailed analysis of key 
events and topics, rich source materials and practical exam advice, this magazine encourages debate and 
broadens students’ historical understanding.

Institutional price: £20 • Student price: £10 • 4 issues per year 
Learn more at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/hindsight

Philip Allan Events
Ensure that you are ready for the upcoming changes by attending one of our Preparing to Teach the New 
OCR GCSE History Specification A courses.

Join highly regarded trainer Ben Walsh as he explores the key changes and examines the new content and 
assessment requirements in detail.

Find out more and book your place at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/Events
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Part A: British Thematic Study – Power:  
Monarchy to Democracy in Britain c1000–2014

Prologue
How does power work?
The big themes

1 Power in Medieval Britain c1000–c1500
1.1 Anglo-Saxon Kingship and kings c1000–1066
1.2 The Norman Conquest: the fall of Anglo-Saxon England
1.3 A constant struggle for power: who ruled in the medieval period?

2 Power in Early Modern Britain c1500–c1700
2.1 How far did government change under the Tudors?
2.2 Elizabeth I: weak or strong?
2.3 Monarchy overthrown! Monarchy Restored!
2.4 James II and the Glorious Revolution

3 Power in Modern Britain c1700–2014
3.1 Keeping power in the hands of the powerful
3.2 Shaking things up: Reform and the spectre of Revolution
3.3 The rise of the workers
3.4 How did the World Wars increase the power of the state?
3.5 Did power shift back to the people in the late 20th and early 21st century?

Assessment Focus

Part B: British Depth Study – The English Reformation
4 Dissent and the break with Rome

4.1 The role and importance of the church
4.2 Critics of the Church
4.3 Henry VIII’s Reformation

5 The Dissolution of the Monasteries
5.1 The Suppression of the Monasteries
5.2: Responses to the Dissolution of the Monasteries

6 The impact of the Reformation
6.1 How was the Reformation put into practice?
6.2 Did people in England accept the Reformation?

Assessment Focus

Part C: Study of the Historic Environment – Castles
7 Castles – Form and Function

7.1 Why were castles built?
7.2 What functions did castles perform?
7.3 How to investigate a castle

Assessment Focus

The Norman Conquest:  
the fall of Anglo-Saxon England

FOCUS

In Chapter 1.1 you examined 
Anglo-Saxon England, how it 
worked, who held power and 
how well it was governed. It 
was one of the richest states 
in Europe; it had an efficient 
system of government especially 
in raising taxes; it was relatively 
stable and united, especially 
compared to most other parts 
of Europe at this time. Most 
people agree that it was a very 
successful country. Then along 
came the Normans and swept 
away the Anglo-Saxon rulers, 
and in a very short time replaced 
them almost completely with a 
Norman elite, governing England 
in their own interests.

So the question is an obvious 
one: if Anglo-Saxon England was 
well governed and so successful, 
how on earth did this happen? 
Why could Anglo-Saxon rulers 
not resist Norman power? The 
conclusion, according to one 
leading historian, Professor 
David Carpenter, is that 
Anglo-Saxon England was ‘too 
successful for its own good’!

In Chapter 1.2 you are going 
to examine the events of the 
Norman Conquest and see if you 
agree with David Carpenter. You 
will study:
l why William of Normandy 

wanted to conquer England 
l how Normandy (a smaller 

state) was able to defeat and 
then conquer an older, larger 
and wealthier state

l how Norman rule worked 
and how it changed England.

FOCUS TASK

Was Anglo-Saxon England ‘too successful for its own good’?
The table below lists some features of Anglo-Saxon England and how these made 
it strong. Make a copy of the table and, as you read through the next eight pages, fill 
in the third column to summarise how each feature helped or hindered the Norman 
Conquest.

Feature of Anglo-
Saxon England

How this made Anglo-Saxon England strong 
or successful

How this helped 
or hindered the 
Norman Conquest

System of choosing 
a king

Witan (a council of nobles) chose the king and 
usually supported the king they chose.

Strong noble class 
(earls and thegns)

Wealthy, well organised nobles governed the 
country. They kept it peaceful and stable and 
supplied the king with troops when needed.

Important and 
influential church

The church supported the king and provided a 
strong sense of English identity. 

Stable and 
efficient system of 
government

A very efficient system in terms of collecting 
taxes, raising armies and keeping law and 
order, and carrying out royal commands 
through writs.

United country By 1066 there was a strong sense of English 
identity and unity behind Harold Godwinson.

Wealthy country England was extremely wealthy, possibly the 
richest country in Europe. 

FACTFILE

Key events of 1066

CanterburyWinchester

Battle of Fulford
Harald Hardrada and Tostig defeat Harold Godwinson’s
supporters, Earls Edwin and Morcar, 20 September

ENGLAND

1

Battle of Stamford Bridge
Harold defeats Harald Hardrada and
Tostig Godwinson, 25 September

2

Pevensey
William lands in England, 28 September

3

Battle of Hastings
William defeats Harold, who is killed,
14 October

4

Wallingford
Archbishop Stigand surrenders and
ends attempts to put Edgar Atheling on
throne, October

6

Berkhamsted
English leaders submit to William,
end of October

7

London
William crowned king, 25 December

8

Southwark
William repulsed, mid-October

5

Focus boxes summarise the 
aims of the topic and establish 
clear lines of enquiry. They 
are linked to Focus Tasks 
that help students gather the 
information they need
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Why did the Norman 
invasion succeed?
So, the Norman invasion succeeded 
– but why? Was it simply bad luck – 
Harold having to fight two enemies 
in a short space of time? Were the 
Normans simply superior on the day 
at the Battle of Hastings? Or was there 
something more fundamental about 
the Norman war machine which gave 
them victory?

Some historians believe that while 
the English military system was 
impressive, the Norman system was 
even more formidable.

l Harold and his housecarls were a tight-knit, loyal band, but William’s closest 
knights were arguably even closer to him. William’s two closest lieutenants 
were his half-brothers, Odo and Robert – compare this to the feud between 
Harold and his brother, Tostig.

l Harold had lots of soldiers who were reasonably well equipped. Norman forces 
were equal in number but even better equipped.

l The Norman war machine was more f lexible. They had foot soldiers, 
horsemen and archers. This allowed them to change tactics more easily than the 
English who were mainly foot soldiers. English fighting tactics had not really 
changed much during the previous century.

Finally, there was the fact that the French knights and troops were generally more 
experienced than the English. William of Normandy had had to fight for his 
dukedom, even for his life, since he was a small boy. France was torn by constant 
fighting between great lords, besieging castles and fighting in open warfare. The 
Duke of Normandy had to guard his territory against the King of France himself. 
England meanwhile had been relatively stable with good administration and it had 
not seen major civil war or invasion since 1016. So while the English thegns and 
Harold were no strangers to warfare, William and the Normans were even more 
used to it. Perhaps this is highlighted most crucially when we look at the different 
approaches taken by William and Harold. Harold was a formidable leader, as his 
victory against Hardrada showed, but he risked overstretching his resources by 
marching from the North straight to meet William. William, by contrast, refused 
to strike inland after he landed, even when he met little opposition. Instead, he 
secured his supply routes from Normandy and waited for Harold to arrive. It 
turned out to be a wise decision.

Source 4 A scene from the Bayeux Tapestry  
showing the fighting at the Battle of Hastings 

3 Study Source 4. The Tapestry 
is a biased source as it was 
commissioned by William of 
Normandy’s brother. Does 
this mean it is of no use to 
historians?

4 How far does Source 4 
support what Professor 
Carpenter says in Source 5?

Source 5 Professor David 
Carpenter writing in 2004
Hastings was a killing match and 
the Normans had more effective 
means of killing: horsemen, and 
also archers. The lack of English 
archers is one of the puzzles of the 
battle. Only one English bowman 
is shown on the tapestry, the 
consequence perhaps of the haste 
with which the army had been 
assembled. By contrast the shields 
and bodies of the English bristle 
with Norman arrows.

FOCUS TASK

Why was the Norman invasion successful in 1066?
You are making a documentary film about 1066 to explain the reasons for the 
Normans’ success. You have 30 minutes. You have to divide it between:
l claims of William and Harold to the English throne
l luck (good or bad)
l the quality of the forces on each side
l the way that years of peace had made England more vulnerable (‘too successful 

for its own good’).

Draw up a plan explaining how many of your 30 minutes you will give to each topic 
and what each section will contain. 

The Norman invasion of 1066
January 1066: Harold Godwinson becomes king
When King Edward the Confessor died in January 1066 Harold Godwinson 
became king. According to the ANGLO-SAXON CHRONICLE it was a simple succession 
(see Source 1). Edgar Atheling, who was Edward’s great-nephew, actually had a 
better legal claim to the throne. But he was only fifteen years old and few Anglo-
Saxon nobles wanted him as king. In the eleventh century a legal claim was not 
the most important right for taking a throne. Harold Godwinson was the richest 
and most powerful man in England. He was a proven war leader. He had even 
exiled his own brother, Tostig, in 1065 for ruling badly and upsetting the THEGNS 
who made English government work. Harold had England united behind him. 
For the WITAN he was the obvious choice of successor.

William of Normandy claims 
the throne
Across the English Channel sat William, 
Duke of Normandy. To William 
England looked like a rich and very 
tempting prize. He claimed that Edward 
the Confessor (who had very strong 
links to Normandy and was distantly 
related to William) had promised him 
the English throne in 1051. He also 
claimed that Harold Godwinson had 
promised loyalty to him in 1064. This 
was true, but Harold argued that this 
oath of loyalty was forced out of him 
after he had been shipwrecked and 
William had held him hostage. To boost 
his claim still further, William won the 
support of the POPE and so claimed that 
God was on his side too.

War: in the north and in the south
The Witan dismissed William’s claim and supported Harold. However the Witan’s 
decision did not really matter to William. The real truth of the matter was a brutal 
11th century reality: this claim would be settled by warfare not by legal claims, 
family trees or papal support. So, the stage was set for war.

Throughout 1066 William built up his forces and his f leet and by August was 
ready to invade England. Harold prepared to fight off this invasion but was dealt 
a massive blow when a Viking f leet from Norway landed in northern England. 
The Viking leader, Harald Hardrada, King of Norway, also claimed the throne of 
England because he was descended from the Anglo-Saxon king, Cnut. But again it 
was swords and axes not legal claims which mattered most. Also, this invasion was 
supported by Tostig, Harold’s exiled brother, who persuaded other local thegns to 
back Harald.

The Norwegians defeated one English army, then camped at Stamford Bridge near 
York. Harold Godwinson marched his forces north at lightning speed and 
surprised them, killing both Hardrada and Tostig. The victorious Harold then 
hurried back south to fight William of Normandy who had just landed on the 
south coast of England. He met William near Hastings on 14th October 1066. 
After a savage battle with heavy casualties on both sides, the Normans triumphed 
and Harold Godwinson was killed.

Source 1 An extract from 
the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, 
published soon after 1066
Harold Godwinson succeeded to the 
throne of England in 1066, just as 
King Edward had granted it to him 
and as he had been chosen for the 
position. (Hindley p. 335)

Source 2 A scene from the Bayeux Tapestry showing Harold promising  
loyalty to William of Normandy. The Tapestry was commissioned by  
William’s half-brother, Odo, and was made soon after the events of 1066. 

Source 3 Norman writer William 
of Jumieges writing around 1070
Edward king of the English sent 
his Archbishop of Canterbury to 
appoint him heir to the kingdom. 
But he also, at a later date, sent to 
him Harold, the greatest of the earls 
in the land, to swear loyalty to the 
duke concerning the crown. (Morris 
p. 115)

1 Study sources 1–3. What 
does each source say about 
William’s or Harold’s claim to 
the throne?

2 Explain the differences 
between them and 
the reasons for these 
differences.

Focus Tasks encourage clear 
thinking about the issues – 
sometimes with a creative 
edge
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2. Castles
The first castles originated in France where rival rulers often attacked and invaded 
each other’s lands and there were few natural barriers to stop them. The castle 
emerged as the best way to protect land and repel invaders. A few dozen soldiers in 
a castle could control the surrounding area and slow down invaders even if they 
were outnumbered.

The Normans knew that castles were also the secret of controlling land in 
England. The BAYEUX TAPESTRY shows how the Normans built a castle at 
Pevensey almost as soon as they landed.

By contrast the English did not have castles. There had been no need for 
them in relatively peaceful and secure Anglo-Saxon England. The English 
had fortified houses but these were too small to provide effective resistance 
to Norman forces. English towns were large and usually un-walled (another 
result of Anglo-Saxon prosperity!) and would have needed a massive 
number of soldiers to defend them effectively.

If the English had had castles they would have slowed down the progress of 
the Norman Conquest. The Normans would have been forced to besiege 
the castles one by one which would have caused casualties and worn the 
Normans down. But without castles, this is not what happened.

The first Norman castles were simple buildings with ditches and wooden 
fences. They could be built fairly quickly. Wherever Norman forces went 
they forced the local population to build their castles for them. Today we 
visit castles for pleasure but in 1066 and after they would have been a blight 
on the landscape, with felled trees and churned up paths everywhere, local 
peasants being forced to build mottes (huge mounds of earth) and put up the 
castle defences. For the English it must have felt like they were being forced 
to build their own prisons – each castle and the surrounding area could be 
defended by a small number of Norman knights and psychologically they 
would have reminded the local population who was now in charge.

As the Normans secured their hold in each area they forced the local populations 
to develop the temporary castles into stronger ones, first in wood and later in 
stone. During the next 30 years they built around 500 new castles (the Factfile 
shows just some of them). William paid for this programme of castle building and 
campaigning with a massive tax on the church, forcing the great monasteries and 
cathedrals to pay for military service just like any other landholder.

1 How and why did William’s 
attitude towards his enemies 
change?

2 Why was the English defence 
against the Normans weak?

Source 7 Part of a speech given by William while he was near to death in 1087. It 
was recorded by Orderic Vitalis (see Source 6) in the 1120s.
I attacked the English of the northern shires like a lion. I ordered their houses and corn, 
with all their implements and belongings, to be burnt without exception and large herds of 
cattle and beasts of burden to be destroyed wherever they were found. It was there that I 
took revenge on masses of people by subjecting them to a cruel famine; and by doing so – 
alas! – I became the murderer of many thousands, both young and old, from that fine race 
of people.

FACTFILE

The early phase of castle building and 
the Marcher lordships

Marcher
lordship
Castle

Key

N

0 100km

The earls of Chester,
Shrewsbury and Hereford
were almost independent
rulers known as ‘marcher
lords’. Their job was to
make sure there was no
threat to William from
Wales. 

The Bishop of
Durham was
given the same
role in the north.
His job was to
stop any threat
from Scotland.

Source 8 Professor David Carpenter writing in 2004
Cavalry and castles were integral to the intensely competitive military and political 
environment in France, where small principalities – Anjou, Maine, Brittany, Normandy, 
the French kingdom – were engaged in constant fast-moving warfare across great plains 
and open frontiers. England was very different. Since Cnut’s accession in 1016 it had 
suffered neither invasion nor civil war. Harold had triumphed in Wales, but this was not 
cavalry territory. There had been no need to develop either cavalry or castles. The English 
state had been too successful for its own good.

The Norman Conquest
Winning the Battle of Hastings did not automatically make William King of 
England.

Archbishop Stigand tried to rally support among the thegns for Edgar Atheling 
to be the new king. William had to fight his way from Hastings to London. He 
destroyed Dover, fought with Saxon forces at Canterbury and by December 1066 
was camped just outside London as he was unsure whether or not he would be able 
to enter the city. However, the English forces had been weakened as well and by 
December the thegns decided to support William’s claim to the throne.

So, ten weeks after his victory at Hastings, William was crowned King of England 
on Christmas Day 1066. But that did not mean he controlled the country – there 
were around 10,000 Normans trying to control two million English, most of whom 
were hostile to the Normans. The English people had a strong identity based around 
the English church and a shared history, including stories of heroes like Alfred the 
Great. To the English the Normans were foreign invaders, pure and simple.

This hostility soon turned into rebellion. There were serious revolts against 
Norman rule every year from 1067 to 1075 (see the Factfile). These revolts 
occurred all over the country. The most serious period was 1066‒70. So how did 
the Normans survive and indeed thrive in England? How did so few Normans 
secure control over so many rebellious English people?

1. Military efficiency and ruthless violence
The Factfile shows the many revolts against Norman 
rule. Some were very serious but they were never 
really united. There was no obvious leader to rally 
round, in the way that Alfred the Great had rallied the 
English against the Vikings (see page XX). There was 
no obvious place, like a royal fortress, for the rebels 
to join forces and make a stand. Years of stability had 
left the English disorganised (see Source 6) and the 
Norman fighting machine was able to overcome them, 
one rebellion at a time, even though it took a lot of 
heavy fighting, probably tens of thousands of casualties 
and many atrocities against ordinary civilians.

At first William tried to show mercy, in keeping with 
the Norman ideal of ‘CHIVALRY’. After Hastings no 
English noble who surrendered was executed. In fact, 
William was considerably more merciful than the 
Anglo-Saxons or Vikings had traditionally been to 
those they defeated in battle. When the city of Exeter 
rebelled he allowed it to surrender with no punishment. 
However, the revolts continued. The most serious threat 

came in 1069 when William faced a revolt from the northern English earls who 
had joined with the King of Scotland and a Viking f leet. This time he showed no 
mercy. He drove off the rebel forces and effectively destroyed large areas of the north 
of England, burning homes, barns and other buildings, and killing animals. These 
actions became known as the ‘HARRYING OF THE NORTH’ (see Source 7).

ACTIVITY

Use a diagram like this to record 
key points from the text about 
each method of control. Then 
add lines and explanations to 
show how these strategies 
connect with each other.

Control

Violence

Castles

Loyal
supporters

Land

Legality

Church

FACTFILE

Revolts against William 1066–75

0 km 100

English Channel

1069

1069

York

1069 and 1075
Chester

1070
1070
1067–69 1070

1068

1068
1070

1067
1067

FLANDERS

NORMANDY

BRITTANYBRITTANY MAINE

ANJOU

POITOU

BLOIS

ISLE DE
FRANCE

Scandinavian kings
helped rebels in
north and east

Scottish kings helped
rebels in north in 1069

Welsh kings helped
rebels 1067–69

Attacks from French
king from 1074 onwards

N

Main areas of Saxon
revolt against William
Battle site

Key

Attacks by Count of Anjou
from 1075 onwards

Raids on Normandy
in the early 1700s

Source 6 Orderic Vitalis, an English monk and 
chronicler writing in the 1120s. He is one of the best 
sources available to historians studying this period. 
In spite of their courage and their love of fighting the 
English could only put up a weak defence against their 
enemies.

Author text explains all the 
key content clearly and 
comprehensively

Written sources add 
memorable detail and colour  
to the narrative
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4. Making use of the law (legality)
Virtually all English thegns lost their land. Clearly this was a massive change. It 
was carried out partly as a result of large scale and horrific violence. But it was also 
carried out very cleverly. William emphasised that he was not ‘seizing’ England, 
he was simply inheriting it from Edward as promised.

Look back at sources 2 and 3 on page xx. At face value, they are explaining 
William’s claim to the throne. But these accounts were produced after William had 
taken the throne. Why did the Normans bother producing this material? It was 
to show William was acting legally. And why else did William then go to great 
lengths to publish other documents saying that he was not taking over England but 
was simply claiming his inheritance as the rightful heir to Edward the Confessor?

This air of legality helped him because he was able to persuade the officials in the 
royal government and the sheriffs out in the shires to carry out his orders because 
he was their legal king (although we presume some officials might have needed 
more persuading than others!) We have already seen how efficient the English 
system of government was in Chapter 1.1. William turned the power of this system 
against its own people, as Source 10 shows. Then, as time went on, those sheriffs 
and other officials were replaced by Normans or worked for Norman lords and 
this made the process faster and easier.

5. A new English church
The church in Anglo-Saxon England 
had been rich and inf luential. In fact it 
was a key part of the Anglo-Saxon state, 
especially in terms of giving the English 
a sense of identity. William was fully 
aware of this. He purged the bishops 
and abbots of the major monasteries, 
replacing them with Norman bishops 
and abbots. By 1070 only three of 
England’s fifteen bishops were English. 
Many churches were renamed and 
dedicated to different saints – wiping 
out many of the Saxon saints which 
the English people had traditionally 
honoured.

William and his fellow Normans 
set about a massive church building 
programme as well. Over the next fifty 
years every single English cathedral 
and most of the main abbey churches 
had been destroyed and rebuilt in the 
Norman style. On the one hand the 
Normans were building these churches 
to give thanks to God for their victory 
‒ at the same time they were also trying 
to wipe out the old English culture and 
identity and replace it with their own.

2 Look at how the Normans 
used the English system of 
government in the years after 
1066. Is this an example of 
the Anglo-Saxon state being 
‘too successful for its own 
good’?

Source 10 Historian Geoffrey Hindle writing in 2006
The shire court lies behind the success of the Norman settlement. A Norman who had 
been granted land by the king needed only to present himself with a sealed writ. If it was 
agreed to be authentic by the sheriff and other officials of the court it was accepted. The 
local officials had to inform the newcomer of all the lands he now owned and even help 
him take possession of them.

Source 11 An image of William the Conqueror  
from an English chronicle produced around 1250 

3 Source 11 is not really trying 
to show what William looked 
like. Look at the detail and 
see what features are being 
emphasised.

3. A network of loyal supporters … and land
William had a close band of supporters whom he trusted and who were personally 
loyal to him. The inner circle were William’s family and closest friends, but the 
key to loyalty beyond this group was land. William took land away from English 
thegns and gave it to his loyal Norman barons. They then sub-divided these lands 
to reward their followers, and so on. In return for land William got loyalty. This 
system is sometimes known as FEUDALISM after the Latin term feodum which means 
‘a piece of land’. However, historians today do not use the term very much and 
certainly nobody at the time would have used the word ‘feudalism’.

You can see from the Factfile that these loyal Normans were the key to 
consolidating control of England. Each area of land was controlled by a baron and 
his knights with their network of castles.

It says a lot about Norman control that after 1075 William was away fighting in 
France for most of the time yet Norman control in England was not seriously 
threatened again. As well as his barons, William had a loyal group of churchmen 
who helped him to administer England. Lanfranc, his Archbishop of Canterbury, 
effectively ran England in William’s absence (see Point 5 below).

Source 9 An artist’s impression of  
how Pickering Castle in Yorkshire  
might have looked when it was  
being constructed in 1069–70 

1  ‘William used land ownership 
as a weapon of conquest.’ 
Explain how far you agree 
with this statement. 

Margin questions direct 
students to what they should 
be noticing in the text or 
sources

Visual sources are used to 
deepen understanding and 
develop evaluative skills
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1 Power in Medieval Britain c1000–c1500 1.2 The Norman Conquest: the fall of Anglo-Saxon England  
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The Norman yoke?
These changes, along with the dispossession of the thegns, the changes to the 
church and the way William used the Anglo-Saxon legal and administration 
system to tighten his control on the country gave rise to the idea of the ‘Norman 
yoke’, on the shoulders of the English people. (A yoke is the harness worn by an ox 
pulling a plough and it is a heavy burden.) However, most historians are doubtful 
that Norman rule was significantly harsher on ordinary people than Anglo-Saxon 
rule had been. For example, the Normans abolished slavery, under pressure from 
the church. This actually cost William financially, so historians assume it was done 
for moral reasons – William had previous abolished slavery in Normandy.

FOCUS TASK

How did Anglo-Saxon England fall?
A TV company likes your ideas for a programme on 1066 but they have changed the 
brief! They now want the documentary to cover all of the years from 1066 to 1087, 
but you still only have half an hour. Prepare a new plan for the documentary which 
will cover the events of 1066–87 in just 30 minutes. You will need to include the 
following areas but it’s up to you how long you give to each and what goes into each 
section. 
l Differences between England and Normandy in 1066
l Claims to the throne 
l The invasion of 1066
l The rebellions of 1066–75
l The role and importance of castles
l The changes to land ownership 
l Changes to the church
l Why it could be said England was too successful for its own good.

PRACTICE QUESTIONS

1 Describe two examples of 
Norman military tactics.

2 Describe two examples of 
the effects of the Norman 
Conquest.

3 Explain why the Norman 
invasion was successful in 
1066.

4 Explain why the Normans 
were able to hold on to 
England after 1066 despite 
English resistance.

5 How significant was the 
Norman Conquest for 
England?

CHAPTER SUMMARY

1 The Witan made Harold King of England after Edward the Confessor’s death. 
He was the obvious choice as the most powerful man in England.

2 William invaded England in October 1066 and killed Harold at the Battle of 
Hastings. After overcoming some early resistance he was crowned King of 
England in December 1066.

3 The Norman success at Hastings was largely because they were skilled 
soldiers and much more experienced fighters than the English who had not had 
to fight major wars for many years.

4 From 1067 to 1070 there were many major revolts against Norman rule which 
William crushed with increasing violence.

5 William seized all land in England from the English thegns and redistributed it 
among his followers to reward them for helping him conquer England.

6 The Normans built hundreds of castles to control the land they had taken.
7 William replaced nearly all Anglo-Saxon church leaders with Normans and 

knocked down and rebuilt all the Anglo-Saxon cathedrals.
8 William worked hard to convince the English he had a rightful and legal claim to 

the throne and used the efficient English administrators for his own purposes.
9 The Domesday Survey records land holding in 1086 and shows that the English 

aristocracy had lost nearly all their land to the Normans. 4,000 English thegns 
had been almost entirely replaced by just 200 Norman barons. 

10 Ordinary people were also affected by Norman rule, for example they had to 
build the Normans’ castles and many peasants became villeins (owing service 
to their lord). However, the idea of the ‘Norman yoke’ (that Norman rule was 
harsher than Anglo-Saxon rule on ordinary people) is probably a myth. 

11 The Norman Conquest changed who held power in England – Anglo-Saxons were 
replaced with Normans. It also changed the power structure – the Witan became 
irrelevant. Power was concentrated on the king and his closest advisers.

KEY TERMS

Make sure you know what these 
words and phrases mean and 
are able to use them confidently:
l Witan
l thegn
l Anglo-Saxon Chronicle
l Pope
l Bayeux Tapestry
l knight
l Harrying of the North
l feudalism
l Domesday Book/Survey
l serf
l villein

How was England changed by the Conquest?
One problem for historians looking at this period of history is usually 
that there are relatively few sources. However, on the topic of how 
England changed after the Conquest we are incredibly fortunate to 
have one spectacular resource ‒the DOMESDAY BOOK ‒ which records 
exactly who owned what in England in 1086.

The reason for the Domesday Survey was practical. In the 20 
years after the Norman invasion virtually all land in England had 
been seized, transferred, subdivided or sold in some way. Disputes 
inevitably arose and this was serious because at this time land was 
wealth and power. William commissioned the Domesday Survey to 
find out exactly who had owned what in 1066 and what had changed 
in the 20 years which had followed.

To carry out this survey William used the incredibly efficient 
Anglo-Saxon network of scribes, officials, local courts and sheriffs. 
They summoned whole communities to answer twenty questions 
set by the Domesday Commissioners. The survey was a staggering 
achievement, taking testimony from thousands of landowners and 
even peasants across the country. It was completed in well under a 
year.

All this information was written up in the Domesday Book – a 
source which has survived to give us invaluable insight into Norman 
rule in England, how it was secured, and the changes which resulted.

What had happened to the English nobility?
It is not clear whether William the Conqueror intended to virtually 
wipe out the English aristocracy when he invaded. In the months 
after his invasion many thegns pledged their loyalty to William and 
were allowed to keep their lands. However, that situation changed 
rapidly, probably because William wanted to reward his followers by 
giving them English land but also as a result of the rebellions which 
William had to crush. Rebels always lost their lands!

We have a very clear picture of the destruction of the English noble 
class from the Domesday Book. It showed that in 1086 there were 
only four major English lords surviving. More than 4,000 thegns had 
lost their lands and they had been replaced by around 200 barons 
who were loyal to William, although William and his closest 
followers kept huge amounts of land for themselves. The ten most 
senior barons and the king owned around 25 per cent of English land 
by 1086.

What had happened to ordinary people?
It is harder to piece together a picture of how the Norman Conquest 
affected people further down the social scale. A fair amount of 
evidence suggests that life probably became harder for many peasants. 
The new Norman overlords wanted to recover the money and 
resources they had spent in the Conquest so rents that the peasants 
were charged probably rose. The new landlords also imposed new 
conditions on their tenants.

The Domesday Book often mentions individual freemen with the 
phrase ‘he is now a VILLEIN’ (a villein was a SERF who belonged to his 
lord rather than a freeman). After the Conquest, the number of serfs 
rose sharply and the number of freemen fell, for example from in 
Cambridgeshire 900 freemen fell to 177.

Source 12 Aerial photograph of Winchester 
Cathedral. The pathways to the left of the 
cathedral show the layout of the old Saxon 
cathedral which was knocked down and replaced 
with this one. 

1 Study Source 12. Why did the Normans 
not simply build a new cathedral in 
Winchester?

2 Look at Source 13. Before you read any 
further, ask yourself what questions might 
you be able to answer from a document 
which records land ownership?

Source 13 An extract from the Anglo-Saxon 
Chronicle referring to the Domesday Book
[King William] sent his men over all England into 
every shire and had them find out how many 
100 hides there were in the shire, or what land 
and cattle the King himself had in the country or 
what dues he ought to have in the 12 months from 
the shire. He also recorded how much land his 
archbishops had and his bishops and his abbots 
and his earls how much each man who was a 
landholder in England had in land or livestock and 
how much money it was worth.

The Chapter Summary 
condenses each topic into a 
few points to facilitate revision

Assessment preparation is 
supported throughout the book 
with Practice Questions and 
the Assessment Focus feature
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1 Power in Medieval Britain c1000–c1500
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Review tasks

After each chapter in this thematic study you will return to 
these same tasks and gradually build your understanding of 
the big picture.

Power 1000–1100
A. Power timeline
1 To start your power timeline, choose just ten events 

from chapters 1.1 and 1.2 that you think were really 
significant in shaping who held power during this period. 
You should be ready to justify your choices.

B. Symbols of power

2 Study Source 16 carefully. Write a commentary to go 
with this seal to explain to museum visitors what they 
can see. You will need to:

l study both sides
l compare it with the coin of the Anglo-Saxon king, 

Aethelred on page xx (you can easily find other Anglo-
Saxon seals and coins online)

l explain the main message of each side of the coin and 
the details which make up that main message (for 
example, why the king is shown on a horse).

You could present the commentary as a simple piece of 
writing or use presentation software to create a slideshow, 
and use a copy of the image of the seal to illustrate your 
work.

C. Where did the power lie?
3 Fill out this table.

Who held power in Anglo-
Saxon England

Situation after the Norman 
Conquest 

A strong ruler

A strong noble class  
(earls and thegns)

An important and influential 
church

A stable and efficient system  
of government

D. Claims to power 
4 Look back over Chapter 1.2 and decide whether or not 

you think the statements are still true in 1100. 

Statement
How true is this in 
1100?

Evidence to 
support your 
judgement

It was important 
and helpful for 
a king to have 
glorious ancestors

A strong legal claim 
to power was more 
important than the 
strength of a king’s 
army

E. Change and continuity
‘The Normans did not really change England, they simply 
took over what was already there.’ How far do you agree 
with this view?
5 Work in small groups and draw up lists of events 

and developments which could be used to support or 
contradict this view. We have suggested a couple of 
developments to consider but there are lots more!

Evidence to support the 
statement

Evidence to contradict the 
statement

The removal of the thegns The legal system

Source 16 The Great Seal of William the Conqueror 
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The Paris Peace Conference: hope for the future?
The First World War left a legacy of destruction, bitterness and hatred. Despite 
this there were sincere hopes for peace and recovery. Peace treaties in the past had 
rewarded the winners and punished the losers (for example, the winners took land 
or money from the losers). Wilson wanted this peace process to be different. He 
wanted this peace settlement to encourage DEMOCRACY in defeated countries; he 
wanted small countries to rule themselves not be dominated by European empires. 
He wanted the peace treaty to encourage co-operation between countries. He 
summed this all up in his Fourteen Points (see the Factfile).

When the great powers met to discuss the future of the world at the PARIS PEACE 
CONFERENCE in 1919 (see the Factfile) one of the British officials, Sir Harold 
Nicolson wrote in his diary: ‘We were preparing not just for peace but Eternal 
Peace. There was about us the halo of divine mission’. These hopes were powerfully 
expressed in the words of US President Woodrow Wilson (see Source 1).

FOCUS

The First World War was a 
bloody and traumatic event. 
It left 40 million people dead 
or injured around the world. 
In 1918 political leaders were 
determined nothing like it should 
ever happen again. But how 
could that be achieved? One key 
ingredient they believed was 
to replace nationalism (states 
acting in their own interests) 
with international co-operation 
(INTERNATIONALISM). Many 
statesmen believed that was 
the only way to achieve a lasting 
peace. In chapter 2.1 you will 
look at 
l what statesmen did to 

encourage internationalism 
in the 1920s 

l how far nations did in fact 
co-operate with each other in 
the 1920s.

You will then reach your own 
conclusion as to how successful 
internationalism was in the 
1920s. 

Source 1 US President Woodrow Wilson proposing his Fourteen Points in 1918
The day of conquest and self-interest is gone ... What we demand in this war is that the 
world be made fit and safe to live in; and particularly that it be made safe for every peace-
loving nation which, like our own, wishes to live its own life, determine its own institutions, 
be assured of justice and fair dealing by the other peoples of the world as against force 
and selfish aggression. All the peoples of the world are in effect partners in this interest, 
and for our own part we see very clearly that unless justice be done to others it will not be 
done to us.

Source 2 A cartoon published in 1919 in an Australian newspaper 

1 Look carefully at the 
features of the cartoon 
(Source 2). Would you say the 
cartoonist favours individual 
nations looking after their 
own interests or a more 
internationalist, co-operative 
approach? 

2 Explain what the cartoonist 
is trying to say about 
DISARMAMENT.

3 Would you say the cartoonist 
is optimistic about the 
prospects for future peace or 
pessimistic? Make sure you 
can explain your answer with 
reference to details in the 
source. 

Contents
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Index

 2.1  
International relations in 
the 1920s: nationalism v. 
internationalism 
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Assessment Focus takes 
students step by step through 
the requirements of the 
specification and includes model 
answers to all question types

Margin questions develop the analytical 
skills required to improve in history
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2 The interwar years and the origins of the Second World War 2.1 International relations in the 1920s: nationalism v. internationalism 

18 19

Internationalism v. nationalism in the peace treaties 
of 1919–23

Source 3 shows the 
delegates at the Paris Peace 
Conference. There were 
over 32 national leaders 
with all their advisers and 
officials! In theory they 
were all supposed to discuss 
and agree major issues like 
borders and REPARATIONS. 
Imagine trying to sort 
out complicated problems 
among such a large group. In 
practice it proved impossible 
to consult everyone and so 
the Big Three (the leaders of 
the USA, Britain and France) 
dominated the conference 
– working on the big issues, 
leaving others to sort out the 
detail. However, even they 
did not agree. For example:

l Clemenceau clashed with Wilson over many issues. Wilson wanted Germany 
punished but he was anxious not to be too harsh. He wanted a new democratic 
state to emerge in Germany. He was afraid that a harsh settlement would leave 
Germany wanting revenge. Clemenceau had no time for this view. He wanted 
to weaken Germany in order to make France secure in the future. Even in 
defeat Germany had a larger, younger population than France and a more 
developed industry and economy. Clemenceau was also under huge pressure 
from home where public opinion urged them to produce a treaty which would 
crush Germany. In the end, Wilson had to give way on many issues relating to 
Germany. 

l Clemenceau and Lloyd George did give Wilson what he wanted in eastern 
Europe, despite their reservations about his idea of self-determination. The 
problem here was that there were so many peoples scattered in different regions 
it was almost impossible to create a state which did not have minority groups in 
it. (This mainly affected the other four treaties, not the Treaty of Versailles.)

l Clemenceau also clashed with Lloyd George. Lloyd George wanted Germany 
to recover economically (but for different reasons from Wilson!) so it could pay 
compensation for war damage and because Britain had a lot of valuable trade 
with Germany in peacetime. Clemenceau felt that the British were inconsistent 
– being generous to Germany where it suited them. (It was after all France 
rather than Britain that was most under threat from a recovering Germany.) 
However, Lloyd George was not happy to allow Germany to keep its navy and 
its colonies, which would be more of a threat to Britain and its empire. 

l Wilson and Lloyd George did not always agree either. Lloyd George was 
particularly unhappy with point 2 of the Fourteen Points, allowing all nations 
access to the seas. Similarly, Wilson’s views on self-determination seemed a 
potential threat if such ideas were to spread to the British Empire.

As Source 4 explains, even Wilson’s idealism did not last long in face of the hard, 
practical problems facing the peacemakers. However, despite their disagreements, 
the Big Three managed to co-operate enough to create the Treaty of Versailles in 
1919. The main points of the treaty are summarised on the next page.

Source 3 An official painting showing the delegates at the Paris Peace Conference at work 

Source 4 Historian Piers 
Brendon writing in 2006
‘Wilson the Just’ quickly 
disappointed expectations. 
Everything about him served to 
disillusion those he dealt with. 
All too soon the President was 
qualifying the Fourteen Points with 
‘Four Principles’ and modifying 
them with ‘Five Particulars’. Finding 
that one principle conflicted with 
another, he made compromising 
declarations about both. The 
Big Three abandoned Wilson’s 
principle of open covenants openly 
arrived at, consulting others only 
when they needed expert advice 
… Lloyd George made rapid, 
quick fire points but they were 
ineffective against Clemenceau’s 
granite obstinacy. Even Wilson’s 
self-important confidence crashed 
against the rock of Clemenceau … 
Clemenceau was delighted when 
the American President fell ill.

1 Study Source 4. Would you 
say it is more critical of 
Wilson or Clemenceau or 
Lloyd George? Explain your 
answer.

When Wilson arrived in Europe for the Paris Peace Conference he was seen as an 
almost saintly figure. His talk of international co-operation, open dealings 
between countries, justice for small nations and international co-operation struck a 
chord with the people of Europe. Wilson also talked of large scale international 
disarmament. Also, the proposed League of Nations seemed exactly what the 
world needed to resolve disputes between states without resorting to war. It was a 
message of hope. It was what people wanted to hear. Newspapers reported that 
wounded soldiers in Italy tried to kiss the hem of Wilson’s cloak and, in France, 
peasant families knelt to pray as his train passed by. 

Behind the scenes, however, experienced politicians like David Lloyd George of 
Britain and Georges Clemenceau of France had great reservations about Wilson’s 
ideas. They doubted a peace treaty could live up to his rhetoric. What if they 
made judgements on issues which the people in the countries affected by it did not 
accept? Or, more selfishly, what if internationalism meant France or Britain had to 
give up some land from their own overseas empires? That would not go down well 
at home! 

There were plenty of people who were asking the question: could internationalism 
really work?

PROFILE

Woodrow Wilson
l Born in 1856.
l Became a university professor.
l First entered politics in 1910.
l Became President of the USA 

in 1912 and was re-elected in 
1916.

l An IDEALIST and a reformer. 
l As President, he campaigned 

against corruption in politics 
and business. However, 
he had a poor record with 
regard to the rights of African 
Americans. 

l He was reluctant to involve the 
USA in war. From 1914 to 1917 
he concentrated on keeping 
the USA out of the war. 

l Once the USA joined the war in 
1917, he drew up the FOURTEEN 
POINTS as the basis for ending 
the war fairly and to ensure 
that future wars could be 
avoided. 

l People said that once he made 
his mind up on an issue he was 
almost impossible to shift.

FACTFILE

Wilson’s Fourteen Points 
1 No secret treaties
2 Free access for all to the seas 

in peacetime or wartime
3 Free trade between countries
4 All countries to work towards 

disarmament
5 Colonies to have a say in their 

own future
6 German troops to leave Russia
7 Independence for Belgium
8 France to regain Alsace–

Lorraine
9 Frontier between Austria and 

Italy to be adjusted
10 SELF-DETERMINATION for the 

peoples of eastern Europe 
(they should rule themselves 
and not be ruled by empires)

11 Serbia to have access to the sea
12 Self-determination for the 

people in the Turkish Empire
13 Poland to become an 

independent state with access 
to the sea

14 LEAGUE OF NATIONS to be set 
up

FACTFILE

The Paris Peace Conference, 
1919–20
l The Conference took place 

in the Palace of Versailles (a 
short distance from Paris).

l It lasted for twelve months.
l Thirty-two nations were 

supposed to be represented, 
but no one from the defeated 
countries was invited.

l Five treaties were drawn 
up at the Conference. The 
main one was the TREATY OF 
VERSAILLES which dealt with 
Germany. The other treaties 
dealt with Germany’s allies 
(see page xx).

l All the important decisions 
on the fate of Germany were 
taken by the ‘Big Three’: 
Clemenceau, Prime Minister 
of France, Lloyd George, 
Prime Minister of Britain, and 
Woodrow Wilson, President of 
the USA.

l The Big Three were supported 
by a huge army of diplomats 
and expert advisers, but the 
Big Three often ignored their 
advice.

ACTIVITY

Add some extra bullet points to the profile of Woodrow Wilson, explaining how he 
was received when he came to Europe for the Paris Peace Conference in 1919. You 
could refer to the people who had reservations about him as well as those who 
welcomed him.
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Reactions to the treaties
Each of the treaties created howls of protest from the countries which 
lost out from them.

In Germany there was outrage at the Treaty of Versailles.

l Germans complained because they had not been represented at 
the peace talks. Germany was treated like a defeated country but 
it did not think it had lost the war. Germany had simply agreed a 
ceasefire.

l The Germans felt that the war guilt clause was unfair in blaming 
only Germany. They said all countries should share the blame.

l The disarmament terms were also seen as unfair because none of 
the victorious countries disarmed.

l Germans were appalled at losing ten per cent of their land and 
twelve and a half per cent of its population. This was inconsistent 
with President Wilson calling for self-determination for people in 
Europe in his Fourteen Points.

l Germans were outraged by the huge reparations bill they were 
forced to pay and they blamed these reparations for the economic 
problems which devastated Germany later in the 1920s.

l Finally, not being asked to join the League of Nations was 
humiliating for Germany and seemed to be hypocritical – the 
League was supposed to represent the nations of the world, not just 
some of them!

We know with hindsight that Adolf Hitler and the Nazis were able 
to capitalise on German resentment of the Treaty to help them take 
power in the 1930s.

There were also criticisms of the Treaty of Versailles in France 
because here it was seen as not harsh enough. In Britain the same 
complaints were heard, but there were also complaints that the Treaty 
was too harsh and would breed hatred and discontent, causing conf lict 
in the future.

FACTFILE

The other peace settlements at the Paris Peace 
Conference
The Treaty of Versailles dealt with Germany, but Germany had 
allies in the First World War (Austria–Hungary, Bulgaria and 
Turkey) and there were four other treaties which dealt with 
them. The Versailles Treaty usually gets the most attention 
but these other treaties were important too. They set out what 
Europe and the Middle East would look like for the next few 
decades and in many ways these treaties still have a powerful 
impact on the world today. 

Treaty of St Germain, 1919 (dealing with Austria)
l Austria’s army was limited to 30,000 men and it was 

forbidden to unite with Germany. 
l The Austro-Hungarian Empire was broken up, creating a 

patchwork of new states in central and eastern Europe, 
including Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia. 

l Many of these new states contained large minority groups 
such as the large number of Germans in the Sudetenland 
area of Czechoslovakia. 

Treaty of Neuilly, 1919 (dealing with Bulgaria)
l Bulgaria lost land to Greece, Romania and Yugoslavia.

l Its army was limited to 20,000 and it had to pay £10 million 
in reparations.

l Bulgaria was probably treated less harshly than Germany’s 
other allies overall.

Treaty of Trianon, 1920 (dealing with Hungary) 
l Hungary lost territory to Romania, Czechoslovakia and 

Yugoslavia.
l Hungary was supposed to pay reparations but its economy 

was so weak it never did.

Treaty of Sèvres, 1920 (dealing with Turkey)
l Turkey lost lands to Italy and Greece. (This land was given 

to Italy and Greece as a reward for fighting alongside the 
allies in the war.)

l Its armed forces were limited to 50,000 men; its navy was 
strictly limited and it was allowed no air force at all.

l Also lost much of its empire, with the French taking Syria, 
Tunisia and Morocco and the British taking Iraq with its rich 
oil reserves. 

l Turkey refused to accept some of the terms of the Treaty 
and used force to reverse some of the terms. These 
changes were set out in a new Treaty called the Treaty of 
Lausanne in 1923.

Source 5 A cartoon from the British newspaper 
the Daily Herald, 30th June 1919 

1 Explain the following features in Source 5:
l the figure with wings
l the stance of the Big Three
l the iron ball
l the people in the bottom left corner.

FACTFILE

The Treaty of Versailles
The main terms can be divided into five areas.
1 War guilt  

This clause was simple but was seen by the Germans as 
extremely harsh. Germany had to accept the blame for 
starting the war.

2 Reparations  
The major powers agreed, without consulting Germany, 
that Germany had to pay reparations to the Allies for 
the damage caused by the war. The exact figure was not 
agreed until 1921 when it was set at £6,600 million – an 
enormous figure. If the terms of the payments had not later 
been changed under the YOUNG PLAN in 1929, Germany 
would not have finished paying this bill until 1984.

3 German territories and colonies  
a) Germany’s European borders were extensive, and the 
section dealing with German territory in Europe was a 
complicated part of the Treaty. You can see the detail in the 
map below.

 The Treaty also forbade Germany to join together 
(Anschluss) with its former ally Austria.

 b) Germany’s overseas empire was taken away. It had been 
one of the causes of bad relations between Britain and 

Germany before the war. Former German colonies such as 
Cameroon became MANDATES controlled by the League of 
Nations, which effectively meant that France and Britain 
controlled them.

4 Germany’s armed forces  
The size and power of the German army was a major 
concern, especially for France. The Treaty therefore 
restricted German armed forces to a level well below what 
they had been before the war.

l The army was limited to 100,000 men.
l Conscription was banned
l Germany was not allowed armoured vehicles, submarines 

or aircraft.
l The navy could have only six battleships.
l The Rhineland became a demilitarised zone. This meant 

that no German troops were allowed into that area. The 
Rhineland was important because it was the border area 
between Germany and France.

5 League of Nations  
Previous methods of keeping peace had failed and so the 
League of Nations was set up as an international ‘police 
force’.

 Germany was not invited to join the League until it had 
shown that it was a peace-loving country.

Map showing the impact of the Treaty of Versailles on the borders of Europe
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information and aid year-round revision
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Internationalism in action in the 1920s: establishing 
the League of Nations
The single most import method of international co-operation was the League of 
Nations. The idea of a league had been around for some time but it was President 
Wilson who really championed the idea. The single most important aim of the 
League was to provide a way of solving international disputes without going to 
war (see Source 9).

Source 9 The introduction to the Covenant of the League of Nations
THE HIGH CONTRACTING PARTIES, in order to promote international co-operation 
and to achieve international peace and security, agree to this Covenant of the League of 
Nations
l by promising not to go to war
l by agreeing to open, just and honourable relations between nations
l by agreeing that governments should act according to international law
l by maintaining justice and respect for all treaty obligations.

1 Study Source 9. Explain why 
this Covenant would have 
been popular and made 
people optimistic.

2 Imagine you are living in 
1920 and wondering how 
the League will perform. 
What would you say were its 
strengths and weaknesses?

How should we judge the peacemakers at the Paris Peace 
Conference?
On the whole the peacemakers have been judged harshly. Source 6 is a typical 
example. Looking back at the Treaty from the present day we know that it helped 
to create the cruel Nazi regime in Germany and is often seen as a cause of the 
Second World War. But as you can see from sources 7 and 8 not all historians 
accept this version of events.

Source 6 Commentary on a video clip about the peace making process at 
Versailles from an online encyclopaedia.
When the war was over the statesmen went to discuss the peace treaty at Versailles armed 
only with 19th century prejudices. The idealism of President Woodrow Wilson would soon 
be shattered by the harsh practicality of his European partners who were determined that 
never again would the Germans have the opportunity of ravaging France. The treaties 
dismembered Germany and its allies. Instead of healing old wounds the peacemakers only 
succeeded in creating a new discontent.

Source 7 Historian Zara Steiner writing in 2004
The Treaty of Versailles was not excessively harsh. Germany was not destroyed. Nor was it 
reduced to a second rank power or permanently prevented from returning to great power 
status … The Versailles Treaty was, nonetheless, a flawed treaty. It failed to solve the 
problem of both punishing and conciliating a country that remained a great power despite 
the four years of fighting and a military defeat. It could hardly have been otherwise, given 
the very different aims of the peacemakers, not to speak of the multiplicity of problems 
that they faced, many of which lay beyond their competence or control.

Source 8 Historian Margaret MacMillan writing in Peacemakers, 2001
The peacemakers of 1919 made mistakes, of course. By their offhand treatment of the 
non-European world they stirred up resentments for which the West is still paying today. 
They took pains over the borders in Europe, even if they did not draw them to everyone’s 
satisfaction, but in Africa they carried on the old practice of handing out territory to 
suit the imperialist powers. In the Middle East they threw together peoples, in Iraq most 
notably, who still have not managed to cohere into a civil society. If they could have 
done better, they certainly could have done much worse. They tried, even cynical old 
Clemenceau, to build a better order. They could not foresee the future and they certainly 
could not control it. That was up to their successors. When war came in 1939, it was a 
result of twenty years of decisions taken or not taken, not of arrangements made in 1919.

ACTIVITY

1 How far do you agree with 
the view expressed in Source 
6? Make sure you can explain 
your view.

2 Working in pairs, one of you 
study Source 7 and the other 
Source 8. List the ways in 
which each source either 
agrees or disagrees with 
Source 6 and then report 
back to your partner.

3 Decide whether Source 7 or 
Source 8 has most changed 
your view of Source 6.

PRACTICE QUESTIONS 

1 Outline the views of President Wilson about peacemaking in 1919.
2 Describe the main concerns of Lloyd George and Clemenceau at the Versailles 

Peace Conference in 1919.
3 Explain why there were protests against the Treaty of Versailles when it was 

issued in 1919.

FOCUS TASK

Did nationalism triumph over internationalism at the Versailles Peace Conference?
1 Look back over pages 19–22 and try to find:
l at least two events or developments which show internationalism being tried
l at least two events or developments which show nationalism at work.
2 Compare your findings with a partner. Between you decide whether you think 

nationalism or internationalism was more powerful in shaping the peace 
treaties. Make sure you can support your decision with at least two examples.

FACTFILE

How the League of Nations was organised and who belonged

The Assembly was the League's 
parliament. It met once a year. 
It voted on issues such as the
budget (spending) of the League, 
or letting in new members.
Decisions had to be unanimous 
(everymember had to agree).

The Court of International Justice 
helped to settle disputes between 
countries. The court would listen to 
both sides and then make a decision, 
just like an ordinary court of law.

The League had a number of 
commissions, or committees, 
to tackle international problems
such as helping refugees
or improving health.

The Council met five times a year or when 
there was an emergency. It had some 
temporary members elected by the 
Assembly and four permanent members 
– Britain, France, Italy and Japan. The real
power in the League lay with these four. 
Each permanent member could veto 
(stop) any action by the League. In any 
crisis, the Council took all the important
decisions.

The League began with 42 member nations. By 1939,
there were over 50 members. But some powerful
nations left the League and others never joined.

France

Britain

Italy

Japan

Germany

USSR

1919

1919

1919

1919

1926

1934

1945

1945

1937

1933

1933

1939

The League
was run by a
permanent
Secretariat
(staff of office
workers).

Diagrams help students 
visualise, understand and 
remember topics
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A place to talk
Almost as important as these 
achievements was the fact that the 
League acted as a meeting place 
for experts and activists in science, 
finance, law, health care, women’s 
and children’s rights, working 
conditions, anti-slavery campaigns 
and many other important 
activities. Today these groups 
would share information and ideas 
via the internet but obviously this 
was not available in the 1920s. The 
League’s commissions provided 
a place for these activists to meet 
and share information. This led to 
important scientific, legal and other 
improvements.

Legacy
Even after the League was replaced 
by the United Nations Organisation 
several of these agencies simply 
carried on because they were so 
important and so valuable. For 
example, the International Labour 
Organisation still operates today. 
The League’s Health Committee 
is now the United Nations’ World 
Health Organisation and the 
financial planning and thinking 
done by the League’s Financial 
Committee was the basis of the 
International Monetary Fund which 
is still an extremely powerful and 
important organisation today.

The League of Nations 
and international 
security
Despite the achievements of its 
agencies, the League was always 
going to be judged primarily by 
whether it could prevent war 
between member nations. The First 
World War may have been over 

but the problems that caused it had not gone away. Countries had 
been left with severe financial problems because of what they had 
spent on the war. And indeed the peace treaties themselves had 
created a whole set of new problems – for example, redrawing 
country boundaries on a map may be easy but making this work 
on the ground is far from easy. As a result, the peace treaties 
themselves were despised by the many of the defeated nations.

There were many reasons for tension between countries. So how 
well did the League do?

Source 10 A photograph of celebrations marking the opening of the  
League of Nations in January 1920 

Source 11 The League Committee on Economic Questions meeting in the 1920s.  
This was an official League of Nations’ photograph

1 Study Source 10. This photograph was 
published in many different newspapers in 
many different countries. Do you think the 
different newspapers would have put the same 
caption on the picture? Explain your answer.

2 Compare sources 10 and 11. If you were 
producing a booklet promoting the League, 
which of these two images would you put on 
the cover? Explain your answer. 

Wilson’s vision
Once again Wilson raised huge expectations, and it was what people wanted 
to hear after the horrors of the First World War. Wilson wanted the League of 
Nations to be like a world parliament where representatives of all nations could 
meet together regularly to decide on important international issues. All the major 
nations would join the League and sign the League COVENANT. They would 
disarm. If they had a dispute with another country, they would take it to the 
League and accept its decisions. They also promised to protect one another if they 
were attacked (this was called collective security). If any member did break the 
Covenant and go to war illegally, other members would put economic sanctions 
into place (stop trading with it). Supporters of the League were particularly 
excited by this new weapon of economic sanctions. They believed this could be 
a powerful way of punishing nations without having to go to war. Even so, the 
League could also take military action as a last resort.

Doubts and reservations
Not all the leaders of the major powers were convinced about the League. British 
Prime Minister, David Lloyd George, thought the League should be a simple 
organisation that would get together only in emergencies. An organisation like 
this already existed, called the Conference of Ambassadors. Lloyd George was also 
determined that membership of the League would not tie Britain’s hands in an 
emergency situation and Britain should be able to act in its own best interests. French 
leader, Clemenceau, was also sceptical about the League and shared Lloyd George’s 
views about France being able to act independently. The doubts of both leaders 
increased in March 1920 when the US Congress finally rejected Wilson’s request for 
the USA to join the League (after almost a year of debate and campaigning). By that 
time the League had already officially opened for business in January 1920 and so the 
British and French now took the lead in trying to make the League work. Would 
the loss of the USA cripple the League? Or would it be able to perform its intended 
purposes without? Let’s look at the League’s track record in the 1920s.

The work of the League’s commissions
Throughout the 1920s the League’s commissions worked hard to solve problems 
left over from the war. They were driven by a desire to make life better for 
ordinary people but also the belief that social problems and poverty were the cause 
of international tension. If the social problems could be alleviated it might help 
prevent war – and in the 1920s the League achieved a massive amount.

The League did not employ its own experts. Instead, lawyers, trade unionists 
and financiers from the member countries of the League came together and 
co-operated under the ‘umbrella’ of the League’s organisation. This was 
internationalism in action to improve people’s lives. For example:

l The League’s Refugee Committee managed to return an estimated 400,000 
people who had been displaced by the war or made prisoners of war to their 
homes. 

l The International Labour Organisation successfully campaigned for workers’ 
rights in all countries, especially for women and children. 

l The League brought in the first Declaration of the Rights of the Child, still in 
force today. 

l The Health Committee funded research into deadly diseases, developing 
vaccines against leprosy and malaria. The League also fought successful 
campaigns against drug trafficking and slavery, for example freeing the 
200,000 slaves in British-owned Sierra Leone. 

l Another area of achievement was in finance. For example, in 1922‒23 
the economies of Austria and Hungary collapsed. The League’s Financial 
Committee came up with an economic plan to raise loans and manage these 
two economies back to recovery.

The author text is recast as 
revision podcasts in the 
Dynamic Learning Teaching 
and Learning Resources
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Corfu, 1923
One of the boundaries that had to be sorted out after the war was the border 
between Greece and Albania. The Conference of Ambassadors was given this job 
and it appointed an Italian general called Tellini to supervise it. On 27 August, 
while they were surveying the Greek side of the frontier area, Tellini and his team 
were ambushed and killed. The Italian leader Mussolini was furious and blamed 
the Greek government for the murder. On 29 August he demanded that it pay 
compensation to Italy and execute the murderers. Mussolini bombarded and then 
occupied the Greek island of Corfu. Fifteen people were killed. Greece appealed 
to the League for help. The League condemned Mussolini’s actions. It also 
suggested that Greece pay compensation.

However, Mussolini refused to let the matter rest. He insisted that this dispute had 
to be settled by the Council of Ambassadors because the Council of the League 
was not competent to deal with the issue. Mussolini would probably have failed if 
the British and French had stood together. Records from the meetings of the 
British government show that the British did not accept the Italian case and that 
the British were prepared to intervene to force Mussolini out of Corfu. However, 
the French completely disagreed and backed the Italians, probably because their 
forces were tied up in the RUHR region at this time, forcing Germany to pay 
reparations (see pages 20–21) and could not tackle a dispute with Italy as well. In 
the end Mussolini got his way and the Council of Ambassadors made the final 
ruling on the dispute. The Greeks had to apologise and pay compensation directly 
to Italy. On 27 September, Mussolini withdrew from Corfu, boasting of his 
triumph. There was much anger in the League over the Conference of 
Ambassadors’ actions and League lawyers challenged the legality of the decision. 
However, the ruling was never changed. As historian Zara Steiner says: ‘the dispute 
showed that the weakest of the great powers could get its way when Britain and France agreed 
to sacrifice justice for co-operation’.

Bulgaria, 1925
In October 1925, Greek troops invaded Bulgaria after an incident on the border 
in which some Greek soldiers were killed. Bulgaria appealed for help. The League 
demanded both sides stand their forces down and Greek forces withdraw from 
Bulgaria. Britain and France solidly backed the League’s judgement (and it is 
worth remembering they were negotiating the LOCARNO TREATIES at the same 
time – see page xx). The League sent observers to assess the situation and judged 
in favour of the Bulgarians. The Greeks obeyed, although they did complain that 
there seemed to be one rule for the large states (such as Italy) and another for the 
smaller ones (such as themselves). Nevertheless, the incident was seen as a major 
success for the League and optimism about its effectiveness soared. Few pointed 
out that it was not so much the effectiveness of the machinery of League in this 
dispute but the fact that the great powers were united on their decision.

1 ‘The main problem in the 
Corfu crisis was not the 
way the League worked, but 
the attitudes and actions of 
its own members.’ Explain 
whether or not you agree with 
this statement.

FOCUS TASK 

Internationalism v. nationalism in the 1920s
Look at the events and disputes on these two pages and then make your own copy of the table and fill it in. You may decide 
that some disputes are examples of both internationalism (international co-operation) and nationalism (states putting their 
own interests first). 

Dispute
States 
involved Cause(s)

Action(s) by League or other 
states or organisations

Your judgement: success for 
nationalism or internationalism? Reason for judgement

This map shows only a selected few of the disputes dealt with by the League in this 
period and obviously a single caption cannot really sum up how complicated many 
of these issues were. But here are three examples:

l In 1920 Poland effectively took control of the Lithuanian capital, Vilna. 
Lithuania appealed to the League and the League protested to Poland but the 
Poles did not pull out. France and Britain were not prepared to act because 
Poland was a potential French ally against Germany.

l In 1921 a dispute broke out between Germany and Poland over the Upper 
Silesia region. In the end, the League oversaw a peaceful plebiscite (vote) and 
divided the region between Germany and Poland. Both countries accepted the 
decision.

l Also in 1921, the League ruled on a dispute between Finland and Sweden over 
the Aaland Islands. Both sides were threatening to go to war but in the end 
Sweden accepted the League’s ruling that the islands should belong to Finland.

We are now going to look at two other disputes in more detail.

FACTFILE

Problems dealt with by the League of Nations in the 1920s
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Some historians believe that the biggest achievement of the League was the way it 
helped to develop an ‘internationalist mindset’ among leaders – in other words it 
encouraged them to think in terms of collaborating rather than competing. The 
importance of this should not be underestimated. Before the First World War 
international co-operation would have been seen as a very strange idea and most 
states would have been suspicious of any kind of organisation like the League. The 
League changed these views to some extent simply by existing! Great and small 
powers felt that it was worth sending their ministers to League meetings throughout 
the 1920s and 1930s, so they would often talk when they might not have done so 
otherwise. Even when the Great Powers acted on their own (for example, over 
Corfu) it was often after their ministers had discussed their plans at League meetings!

Source 13 Historian Professor 
Niall Ferguson writing in 2006
Despite its poor historical reputation, 
the League of Nations should not 
be dismissed as a complete failure. 
Of sixty-six international disputes it 
had to deal with (four of which had 
led to open hostilities), it successfully 
resolved thirty-five and quite 
legitimately passed back twenty to 
the channels of traditional diplomacy. 
It failed to resolve eleven conflicts. 
Like its successor the United Nations, 
it was capable of being effective 
provided some combination of the 
great powers ‒ including, it should 
be emphasized, those, like the United 
States and the Soviet Union, who 
were not among its members ‒ had a 
common interest in its being effective.

FOCUS TASK

Did nationalism triumph over internationalism in the 1920s?
1 Look back over pages 17–29 and try to find:
l at least three events or developments which you think show internationalism 

being tried
l at least three events or developments which show nationalism at work.
2 Compare your findings with a partner. Between you decide whether you think 

that nationalism or internationalism was more powerful in the 1920s. Make 
sure you can support your decision with at least two examples.

3 Compare the views of your pair with the other pairs in the class to see whether 
or not they agree with you.

PRACTICE QUESTIONS

1 Outline the setting up of the 
League of Nations in 1919–20.

2 Explain why the League of 
Nations had so much popular 
support when it was set up. 

3 Outline the attempts by 
the League of Nations to 
maintain international peace 
in the 1920s. 

4 Explain why the 
humanitarian work of the 
League in the 1920s is 
generally seen as a success. 

CHAPTER SUMMARY

1 The Paris Peace Conference was set up to sort out what would happen to the 
defeated countries after the First World War.

2 The Conference was dominated by ‘The Big Three’, Wilson, Clemencau and 
Lloyd George representing the USA, France and Britain (the countries that won 
the war) respectively.

3 The Big Three did not agree on many things. In particular they disagreed on how 
to treat Germany, the League of Nations and on Wilson’s Fourteen Points.

4 There were a number of treaties – one for each of the defeated countries. The 
Treaty of Versailles was the treaty that dealt with Germany.

5 The main terms of the Treaty of Versailles were that Germany accepted blame 
for starting the war; had to pay reparations; lost land, industry, population and 
colonies; and was forced to disarm.

6 People in Germany were appalled by the Treaty but had no choice but to sign it.
7 Opinion on the Treaty of Versailles varied at the time: some people thought it 

was too lenient on Germany, others that it was too harsh and would lead to 
Germany wanting revenge.

8 The Treaty also set up a League of Nations whose role was to enforce the Treaty 
of Versailles and to help prevent another war by encouraging internationalism 
(international co-operation).

9 The League’s methods were mainly diplomacy (talking), TRADE SANCTIONS or, if 
necessary, using the armies of their members.

10 The League was the big idea of President Wilson but his own country, the USA, 
never joined but returned to its isolationist policy.

11 The leading members were Britain and France but they had their own interests 
and by-passed the League when it suited them.

12 The League had huge ambitions and had many important successes in the 
1920s in solving smaller international disputes and in social, economic and 
humanitarian problems.

13 The League also played a key supporting role in helping the great powers sort 
out major international disputes.

14 The League was supposed to encourage disarmament but failed to get any 
countries to disarm.

KEY TERMS

Make sure you know what these 
terms mean and are able to use 
them confidently:
l armistice
l Big Three
l covenant
l democracy
l disarmament
l Fourteen Points
l idealist
l internationalism
l League of Nations
l Locarno Treaties
l mandates
l Paris Peace Conference
l reparations
l Ruhr 
l self-determination
l trade sanctions
l Treaty of Versailles
l war guilt
l Young Plan

Disarmament
You may remember that one of the key features of the peace treaties and the 
League was that the world’s nations would disarm. In the 1920s, the League 
largely failed in bringing about disarmament. At the Washington Conference 
in 1921, the USA, Japan, Britain and France agreed to limit the size of their 
navies, but that was as far as disarmament ever got. The failure of disarmament 
was particularly damaging to the League’s reputation in Germany. Germany had 
disarmed – it had been forced to. But no other countries had disarmed to the 
same extent. They were not prepared to give up their own armies and they were 
certainly not prepared to be the first to disarm.

International agreements in the 1920s
Although disarmament failed, the major powers in the world did manage to work 
together to reach a number of important agreements which seemed to make the 
world a safer and more secure place. 

l 1921 Washington Conference: USA, Britain, France and Japan agreed to 
limit the size of their navies.

l 1922 Rapallo Treaty: the USSR and Germany re-established diplomatic 
relations. 

l 1924 The Dawes Plan: to avert a terrible economic crisis in Germany, the 
USA lent money to Germany to help it to pay its reparations bill. These loans 
propped up the German economy and restored prosperity to the country in the 
mid-1920s.

l 1925 Locarno treaties: Germany accepted its western borders as set out in 
the Treaty of Versailles. This was greeted with great enthusiasm, especially 
in France. It paved the way for Germany to join the League of Nations. 
However, nothing was said about Germany’s eastern borders with Poland and 
Czechoslovakia. These states remained nervous about Germany. 

l 1928 Kellogg–Briand Pact: the official name for this was the General Treaty 
for Renunciation of War as an Instrument of National Policy. This was an agreement 
worked out between 65 nations agreed not to use force to settle disputes. This 
is also known as the ‘Pact of Paris’. 

l 1929 Young Plan: reduced Germany’s reparations payments.

Each of these agreements were 
worked out by individual 
countries working with each 
other rather than by the League. 
This may make it seem as though 
the League of Nations was 
irrelevant to them. However, this 
is probably an unfair judgement. 
To begin with, leaders like Lloyd 
George would not have worried 
too much whether it was the 
League or individual states who 
signed agreements, they were 
mostly interested in getting the 
agreements. During the 1920s the 
League became accepted as one 
of the ways in which the world 
sorted out international disputes 
(even if it was not the only way). 
Historian Zara Steiner has said 
that ‘the League was very effective 
in handling the “small change” of 
international diplomacy’.

Source 12 A cartoon published in a British newspaper in December 1928. The caption 
reads: Peace (sadly): 'This looks very like the point we started from.'

1 According to the cartoon 
(Source 12) how much 
progress has been made on 
disarmament? What details 
in the cartoon led you to this 
conclusion?

2 Does the cartoon suggest 
that this situation was 
inevitable or that it could 
have turned out differently? 
Explain your answer

For every topic there are 
Test Yourself quizzes in the 
Dynamic Learning Teaching 
and Learning Resources
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resources, lesson planning tools, self-marking tests and assessment. The Lesson Builder tool enables you to add 
your own resources to those provided too; so it’s a great way to group together a number of different types of 
resources that you can access from one place.

Student eTextbooks, Whiteboard eTextbooks and Revision and Question Practice are also available within 
Dynamic Learning. Find out more at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/dynamiclearning

Take your lessons to the next level with Teaching and Learning 
Resources for OCR GCSE History: Explaining the Modern World
Each Student’s Book is supported by dedicated Teaching and Learning Resources.

Create engaging and performance-boosting GCSE History lessons with ease using this complete package of time-saving 
digital resources and lesson-planning tools, designed to provide all the day-to-day teaching, exam preparation and 
revision materials you need to support and enhance the content of the OCR Explaining the Modern World Student's Books.

l	 Reduces your planning time by providing readymade Topic 
Starter and Lesson Highlight presentations, designed to 
capture students' interest, deepen their understanding and 
consolidate their learning

l	 Encourages year-round revision with classroom-based revision 
tasks, podcasts for students to use on the go and self-marking 
Test Yourself quizzes that help you monitor student 
performance

l	 Ensures that your lessons are fully differentiated by supplying 
worksheets to support the tasks in the Student's Books, 
including Help Zone worksheets that offer modelling and 
structured support for the less able

l	 Prepares students for assessment with Question Expert 
presentations that feature model answers, examiner 
commentary, advice on different question types and practice 
questions

l	 Facilitates your planning for the 2016 specification with unit 
plans that explain clearly how to use the Student's Book and 
Teaching and Learning Resources together, plus a Lesson 
Builder tool that enables you to add your own resources to 
those provided

Modern World History Period and Depth Studies 9781471877087 Jul 2016 From £125 + VAT

Migration, Empire and the Historic Environment 9781471877070 Aug 2016 From £125 + VAT

Power, Reformation and the Historic Environment 9781471877094 Jun 2016 From £125 + VAT

Warfare, Revolution and the Historic Environment 9781471877100 Sep 2016 From £125 + VAT

Your complete digital solution  
for OCR GCSE History: 
Explaining the Modern World

Teaching and Learning Resources

Including interactive resources, lesson planning 
tools, self-marking tests and assessment:

✔	Use the Lesson builder to plan and deliver 
outstanding lessons

✔	Share lessons and resources with students 
and colleagues

✔	Track student progress with Tests and 
Assessments

Student eTextbooks

Downloadable versions of the printed textbook 
that you can assign to students so they can:

✔	Download and view on any device or browser

✔	Add, edit and synchronise notes across 2 
devices

✔	Access their personal copy on the move via 
the Dynamic Reader App

Revision and Question Practice

Prepare students for success with exam-style 
questions, sample answers and examiner 
comments:

✔	Work through questions as a class

✔	Assign timed exam-style questions and mark 
online

✔	Get exam guidance with subject-specific 
advice and tips

Whiteboard eTextbooks

Online interactive versions of the printed textbook 
that enable you to:

✔	Display interactive pages to your class

✔	Add notes and highlight areas

✔	Insert double page spreads into lesson plans

Try everything for free
To request free, no obligation 30-day Teaching and Learning and eTextbook trials or a 14-day Revision and 
Question Practice trial, visit www.hoddereducation.co.uk/History/GCSE/OCREMW

See for yourself
To request free, no obligation 30-day Teaching and Learning trials,  
visit www.hoddereducation.co.uk/History/GCSE/OCREMW

In each unit you get:

Planning 

1 unit plan

Day-to-day teaching 

11 Topic Starter and Lesson Highlight PowerPoints

15 Task and Help Zone worksheets 95 images from the Student’s Book 

1 Exam Overview of the assessment requirements

Exam preparation 
Year-round 
  revision 

26 revision podcasts

10 Test Yourself revision quizzes

8 revision tasks/strategies 4 Question Expert exam-prep PowerPoints (1 for each question type)

Numbers may be subject to change



OCR GCSE History:  
Explaining the Modern World
This sample chapter includes extracts from OCR GCSE History: Power, 
Reformation and the Historic Environment and OCR GCSE History: Modern 
World History Period and Depth Studies. We are working in collaboration 
with OCR to produce these Student’s Books.

Trust Ben Walsh to guide you through the new specification and motivate 
your students to excel with his trademark mix of engaging narrative and 
fascinating contemporary sources; brought to you by the market-leading 
history publisher and OCR’s Publishing Partner for History.

	l Skilfully steers you through the increased content requirements and 
changed assessment model with a comprehensive, appropriately-paced 
course created by bestselling author Ben Walsh and a team of subject 
specialists.

	l Deepens subject knowledge through clear, evocative explanations that 
make complex content accessible to GCSE candidates.

	l Progressively builds students’ enquiry, interpretative and analytical skills 
with carefully designed Focus Tasks throughout each chapter.

	l Prepares students for the demands of terminal assessment with helpful 
tips, practice questions and targeted advice on how to approach and 
successfully answer different question types.

	l Captures learners’ interest by offering a wealth of original, thought-
provoking source material that brings historical periods to life and 
enhances understanding.

Author:
Ben Walsh (@History_Ben) is an experienced teacher, examiner and writer. 
He wrote the bestselling textbook OCR Modern World History – now in its 
third edition – and he also specialises in web-based resources that access 
historical archives such as the National Archives and most recently the 
Churchill Archives.

Dynamic Learning

Dynamic Learning is an online subscription solution that supports 
teachers and students with high quality content and unique tools. 
Dynamic Learning incorporates Teaching and Learning Resources, 
Revision and Question Practice and Whiteboard and Student eTextbook elements that all work 
together to give you the ultimate classroom and homework resource.

Sign up for a free, no obligation trial at www.hoddereducation.co.uk/dynamiclearning

For the  
2016 

specification

To request Inspection Copies or 
eInspection Copies and pre-

order your class sets visit 
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/

History/GCSE/OCREMW

Textbook subject to change 
based on Ofqual feedback.

ALSO AVAILABLE 

ISBN: 9781471876721


